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2000b(3): Draw an expiratory flow-volume curve for a forced expiration 
from TLC. Describe the characteristics in normal lungs as well as those 
with obstructive and restrictive lung disease 
General Comments: 

- Steepness of upward slope is effort dependent 
o Requires Pt to be able to follow commands to achieve TLC 

inspiration 
o Usually requires multiple attempts 

- Steepness of downward slope is effort independent 
o Flow rate limited and declines 2° dynamic airways compression 

Dynamic Airways Compression: 
- Starling Resistor mechanism 
- Forced expiration → ↓vol lung/airway (↓intra-airway 

pressure) 
o intra-pleural pressure >airways pressure 

- ↑intra-pleural pressure → compression ↓caliber of 
airways that usually have radial traction from interstitium 

o ↓caliber → ↑resistance (Hagan-Poiseiulle principle) 
R = 8ηl 

         πr4 
- limits the flow rate of air 

Normal Lung (green): 
- Maximal inspiration to 80ml/kg 

o Minimises airways resistance (radial 
traction on airways from negative intra-
pleural pressure) 

o Maximal driving pressure (2° ↑elastic 
energy in distended lungs) 

- Low resistance airways allow quick rise to maximal flow rate (8L/s) 
o At this point intra-pleural pressure > airways pressure 

- Relatively straight downward sloping curve 
o 2° dynamic airways compression 

- Maximal expiration to RV (15-20ml/kg) 
o Flow ceased 2° airways closure 

Obstructive Lung disease (magenta): 
- ↑TLC 

o Maintains radial traction on airways (splinting) 
o In order to ↓airways resistance, optimize compliance of lung tissue 

- Upward slope is less steep compared to normal lung (due to ↓caliber of 
airways in obstructive disease) 

- Peak flow is ↓  
o 2° ↑airways resistance at any given vol 
o ↓elastic recoil (compliance) of lung 

- Downward slope less steep cf normal 2° ↓caliber of airways 
o 2° to onset of dynamic airways compression at higher volumes 

- ↑RV due to air trapping 
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Restrictive Lung disease (orange): 
- ↓TLC due to restrictive defect 

o ↓lung compliance 
- Up slope same as normal lung 
- Peak flow same (sometimes greater) 
- Down slope steeper than normal due to traction of fibrotic interstitum 

providing radial traction on airways and limiting effect of dynamic airways 
compression 

- ↓RV due to later closing capacity 
 


